Relative contribution ratios of skin and proprioceptive sensations in perception of force applied to fingertip.
Humans perceive a force applied to their fingertips by integrating skin and proprioceptive sensations. In this study, we investigated the relative contribution ratios of these sensations using two approaches. Decoupled forces were applied to the finger pad and proximal interphalangeal joint of the index finger of the participants. First, we calculated the ratios from the point of subjective equality between the skin and the proprioceptive perceptions. Second, we obtained discrimination limens of the two perceptions to compute their contribution ratios. The results of these two approaches showed good agreement. Additionally, we investigated how the magnitudes of forces, which were 1.0 and 0.3 N, applied to a fingertip affect the relative contribution ratios of the two sensory channels. When humans perceived the force of 1.0 N, the relative contribution ratios of skin and proprioceptive sensations were 16-28 and 72-84 percent, respectively. In contrast, when humans perceived the force of 0.3 N, the relative contribution ratios were 37-55 and 45-63 percent, respectively. These relative contribution ratios can be utilized for the design of efficient haptic interfaces.